Abstract-This paper aims to effectively recognize human faces from images, which is an important problem in the multimedia information process. After analyzing the related research works, the framework of the face recognition system is illustrated as first, which contains the training process and the testing process. Particularly, the improved PCA algorithm is use in the feature extraction module. The main innovations of this paper lie in that, in the improved PCA, we utilize a radial basis function to construct a kernel matrix by computing the distance of two different vectors, which are calculated by the parameter of 2-norm exponential. Afterwards, human faces can be recognized by computing the distance of test image and the training images by the nearest neighbor classifier, of which the cosine distance is utilized. Finally, experiments are conducted to make performance evaluation. Compared with the existing face recognition methods, the proposed scheme is more effective in recognizing human faces with high efficiency.
INTRODUCTION
As there are many terrorist attacks in recent years, various government agencies are now more motivated to improve security data systems based on body or behavioural characteristics. On the whole, biometric systems process raw data to extract a template which is easier to process and store, but carries most of the information needed. This technology is very attractive, the reason lies in that this technology can be combined into other applications related to security management or access control. Unlike other biometrics recognition, face recognition belongs to a good compromise between reliability and social acceptance and balances security and privacy well. It can be seen that any identification system utilizing face recognition technology poses several threats to civil rights, because it impinges on the privacy of innocent people when false positives are investigated [1] .
As is illustrated in Wikipedia, Face recognition refers to an individual's understanding and interpretation of the face, particularly the human face, especially in relation to the associated information processing in the brain. Face recognition systems fall into two categories: verification and identification. Face verification is a 1:1 match that compares a face image against a template face images, whose identity is being claimed. On the contrary, face identification is belonged to a 1: N problem which compares a query face image against all image templates in a face database to determine the identity of the query face. The test individual may or may not be in the system database. The query face image is compared against all the face images in the database, computing a score for each one. All these scores are numerically ranked so that the highest score is first, and if a similarity score is higher than a given threshold, an alarm is raised [1] [2] [3] .
In last recent years, there are many developments occurred in the research field of face recognition, with many systems capable of obtaining recognition rates greater than 90%. However real-world scenarios remain a challenge, because face acquisition process can undergo to a wide range of variations.
Face recognition is an important step of the capability of human perception system and is a routine task for humans, while building a similar computer system is still far from satisfactory. The earliest work on face recognition began in 1950s in the research field of psychology, on the other hand, in 1960s this research are turning to engineering literature. The problem of automatic face recognition contains three main steps, which are: 1) detection and rough normalization of faces, 2) feature extraction and accurate normalization of faces, and 3) identification and/or verification. Usually, different sub-tasks are not totally separated. For example, the facial features (such as ears, eyes, nose, mouth et al.) utilized for face recognition are often used in face detection. Face detection and feature extraction can be achieved simultaneously. Depending on the nature of the application, for example, the sizes of the training and testing databases, clutter and variability of the background, noise, occlusion, and speed requirements, some of the sub-tasks can be very challenging [4] [5] [6] [7] .
The main innovations of this paper lie in the following aspects:
(1) We proposed a novel improved PCA algorithm which could utilize a radial basis function to construct a kernel matrix by computing the distance of two different vectors, which are computed by the parameter of 2-norm exponential.
(2) We use the sliding median filter in dealing with signals which could contaminate with outliers, and the relationship one dimension sliding median filter between input and output in this window of the sliding median filter is also considered.
(3) The Kronecker production, the wavelet decomposition technology and the sliding median filter are also utilized in the proposed scheme.
(4) We implement the improved PCA algorithm and utilize it in calculating the column data matrix and the corresponding eigenvectors.
The rest of the paper is organized as the following sections. Section 2 introduces the related works. Section 3 illustrates the proposed scheme for recognizing human faces from images based on an improved PCA algorithm. In section 4, a series of experiments are designed and conducted to make performance evaluation. Finally, we conclude the whole paper in section 5.
II. RELATED WORKS
As face recognition is an important problem in image processing, in recent years, there are many related research works in this field. In the following section, we will introduce some typical works.
Kan et al. propose Adaptive Discriminant Analysis in which the within-class scatter matrix of each enrolled subject is inferred using his/her single sample, by leveraging a generic set with multiple samples per person. The proposed method is motivated from the assumption that subjects who look alike to each other generally share similar within-class variations. In ADA, a limited number of neighbors for each single sample are first determined from the generic set by using kNN regression or Lasso regression. Then, the within-class scatter matrix of this single sample is inferred as the weighted average of the within-class scatter matrices of these neighbors based on the arithmetic mean or Riemannian mean [8] .
Tang et al. developed a novel 3D face recognition algorithm using Local Binary Pattern under expression varieties, which is an extension of the LBP operator widely used in ordinary facial analysis. First, to depict the human face more accurately and reduce the effect of facial local distortion for face recognition, a special feature-based 3D face division scheme is proposed. Then, the LBP representation framework for 3D faces is described, and the facial depth and normal information are extracted and encoded by LBP, to reduce the expression effect. For each face region, the statistical histogram is utilized to summarize the facial details, and accordingly three matching strategies are presented to address the recognition task [9] .
Feng et al. proposed to learn jointly the projection matrix for dimensionality reduction and the discriminative dictionary for face representation. The joint learning makes the learned projection and dictionary better fit with each other so that a more effective face classification can be obtained [10] .
Shafey et al. present a scalable and exact solution for probabilistic linear discriminant analysis (PLDA). Moreover, the authors present a scalable derivation which is theoretically equivalent to the previous nonscalable solution and thus obviates the need for a variational approximation [11] .
Yang et al. presented a Gabor feature based robust representation and classification scheme is proposed for robust FR. The use of Gabor features not only increases the discrimination power of face representation, but also allows us to compute a compact Gabor occlusion dictionary which has much less atoms than the identity occlusion dictionary. Furthermore, the authors testify that with Gabor feature transformation, l(2)-norm could take the role of l(1)-norm to regularize the coding coefficients, which reduces significantly the computational cost in coding occluded face images [12] .
Xiao et al. proposed a novel method for face recognition by integrating texture information with shape information, called biview face recognition algorithm. The texture models are constructed by using subspace learning methods and shape topologies are formed by building graphs for face images. The proposed biview face recognition method is compared with recognition algorithms merely based on texture or shape information [13] .
Pedraza et al. developed a face recognition system based on soft computing techniques, which complies with privacy-by-design rules and defines a set of principles that are context-aware applications and should contain to conform to European and US law. Particularly, this paper deals with the necessity to consider legal issues concerning privacy or human rights in the development of biometric identification in ambient intelligence systems [14] . Dornaika et al. introduced a novel discriminant technique called "exponential LDE". The proposed scheme can be seen as an extension of LDE framework in two directions. First, the proposed framework overcomes the SSS problem without discarding the discriminant information that was contained in the null space of the locality preserving scatter matrices associated with LDE. Second, the proposed ELDE is equivalent to transforming original data into a new space by distance diffusion mapping, and then, LDE is applied in such a new space [15] .
Yang et al. proposed a novel robust kernel representation model with statistical local features (SLF) for robust face recognition. Initially, multipartition max pooling is used to enhance the invariance of SLF to image registration error. Then, a kernel-based representation model is proposed to fully exploit the discrimination information embedded in the SLF, and robust regression is adopted to effectively handle the occlusion in face images [16] .
In this paper, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is used in recognizing human faces, which is a powerful computing tool in intelligent computing. The application of PCA in intelligent computing is shown as follows.
Wan et al. proposed a novel image fusion scheme for combining two or multiple images with different focus points to generate an all-in-focus image. The authors formulate the problem of fusing multifocus images as choosing the most significant features from a sparse matrix obtained by a newly developed robust principal component analysis (RPCA) decomposition method to form a composite feature space. The local sparse features that represent salient information of the input images (i.e. sharp regions) are integrated to construct the resulting fused image [17] .
Liang et al. propose Lp-norm generalized principal component analysis by maximizing a class of convex objective functions. The successive linearization technique is used to solve the proposed optimization model. It is interesting to note that the closed-form solution of the sub-problem in the algorithm can be achieved at each iteration. Meanwhile, they theoretically prove the convergence of the proposed method under proper conditions [18] .
Hajati et al. studied the influence of spectral noise on a new method for three-dimensional X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy imaging, which is based on analysis of the XPS peak shape. Particularly, they study in more detail the influence of noise reduction by principal component analysis on 3D XPS images of carbon contamination of a patterned oxidized silicon sample and on 3D XPS images of Ag covered by a nano-scale patterned octadiene layer [19] .
Castano et al. proposed a deterministic algorithm to initiate any hidden node with an additive activation function to be trained with ELM. The proposed algorithm uses the information retrieved from principal components analysis to fit the hidden nodes. This approach considerably decreases computational cost compared to later ELM improvements and overcomes their performance [20] .
Based on the above analysis, in this paper, we concentrate on how to recognize human faces from images based on an improved PCA algorithm.
III. THE PROPOSED SCHEME

A. Framework of the Face Recognition System
In this section, we will show a framework of the face recognition system based on modified PCA algorithm (shown in Fig. 1 ). This proposed framework is made up two module, which are training process and testing process. In the training process, we utilize Adaboost algorithm to obtain 2-D gray face images. Afterwards, the face images are enhanced by histogram equalization. In this testing process, after the image enhancement, face detecting and feature extracting module, face recognition results are obtained by the classifier which is trained by training process.
B. The Improved PCA
However, in some complex cases in industrial chemical and environmental processes, which especially have nonlinear characteristics, PCA exhibits bad behavior because of its linearity assumption [22] . Therefore, in order to enhance the accuracy of face recognition, in this paper, we propose an improved PCA algorithm.
We utilize a radial basis function to construct a kernel matrix by computing the following equation as follows. , the kernel vector is calculated as follows.
Supposing NN CR   is the coefficient matrix, and it can be obtained by the following equation.
where C is obtained in the period of modeling, and C can be utilized to calculate the new test sample's score.
where t denotes the new sample of t . Particularly, i t represents the i th column of the block score matrix. In order to calculate the SPE statistic, it is of great importance to compute the value of () S  . This process is implemented as follows.
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where () U S C   . Next, the SPE statistic is obtained by the following equation.
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Afterwards, the sliding median filter is utilized to deal with signals which could contaminate with outliers, and the relationship one dimension sliding median filter between input and output in this window of the sliding median filter is given as follows.
Based on the above analysis, the Kronecker production, the wavelet decomposition technology and the sliding median filter are also contained. 
C. Face Recognition Algorithm based on the Improved PCA
In the face recognition process, we assume there are N images with human faces which are belonged to M people in the given training image dataset. The process of the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 . As a preprocessing unit, each images are equally divided into several blocks, the size of which is fixed to Z . Particularly, there no two blocks which are overlapped with each other. By this way, each image can be represented as a column data matrix as follows. 
In this representation, each column of the matrix is defined as a zero-mean sub-pattern face image.
Based on the above analysis, the modified PCA algorithm can be implemented on the column data matrix and then corresponding eigenvectors can be obtained. Afterwards, Z eigenvector's sets can be calculated, and each element of which is represented as a eigenvector matrix as follows. 
Next, we integrate all the Z sub-features into one global feature as follows. face image. For a given test image, we also use the same steps to represent them into Z sub-pattern vectors. Based on the above analysis, human faces can be recognized by computing the distance of test image and the training images by the nearest neighbor classifier. Particularly, the cosine distance is used to estimate image distance as follows.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we will make performance evaluation for the proposed scheme and compared with other related works. Particulary, we use two face image databases in this experiment, that is, the FERET database and the ORL database are used to compare the proposed approach with the following algorithms: Standard PCA(SPCA), LDA [25] , 2DPCA [26] , BDPCA [27] , 2DLPP [28] . Next, we will conduct the experiment on the ORL and FERET dataset respectively.
A. Experiments Conducted on the ORL Database
ORL database refers to a well-known face database which is made up of face images from 40 individuals, each providing 10 different images. The pose, expression and facial details variations are also extracted. The ORL dataset enables us to evaluate the generalization ability of proposed methods under circumstances containing varying pose, expression, and face scale, concurrently. All face images in ORL database are normalized to a resolution of 56 46  pixels. Moreover, number of blocks per image NB is set to four. The effect of number of blocks on recognition rate is researched in the following aspects. [21] Examples of the face images in ORL database are shown in Fig. 3 . In this sub-section, the first images of each class are used for training and the remainder ones are utilized for testing. Particularly, the number of training images is chosen as 5, 6, and 8 respectively. From Fig. 4-Fig. 6 , we can see that under the performance evaluation metric "Recognition rate", the proposed scheme perform better than other schemes and the performance of the proposed scheme is better when the number of training images is larger. In order to show the time cost of the above several method, we save the computing time for each method under the same computer hardware settings, and the experimental results are shown in Table. 1, where the parameter N denotes the number of training images. Particularly, the computers in this experiment are installed with Intel Corel i7 CPU, the main frequency of which is 2.9GHz. The memory we used is the 8GB DDR memory with 1600MHz, and the hard disk we utilized is 500GB SSD disk. The graphics chip is the NVIDIA Optimus NVS5400M. Furthermore, the operating system is Windows7 Home Premium (64bit). In Table. 1 the numbers which are marked by the underline refer to the training time, on the other hand, the numbers which are represented as Italic denote to the testing time. For Table. 1, we can see that although the training time of the proposed scheme is larger than other schemes, the testing time of our scheme is almost the same to other methods. Considering the performance of the proposed is better than others, the proposed scheme is worth promoting.
B. Experiments Conducted on the FERET Database
The FERET face image database is obtained by the FERET program, which was sponsored by the US Department of Defense through the DARPA Program. This dataset has been a standard database for testing and evaluating the traditional face recognition algorithms. We use a subset of the FERET database, which contains 1400 images of 200 individuals (each individual has 7 images). It involves variations in facial expression, illumination and pose. In this experiment, the facial portion of each original image was automatically cropped based on the location of eyes and the cropped image was resized to 40 40  pixels [23] [24] . The recognition rate under FERET dataset for different scheme is shown in Fig. 6 . To give more detailed experimental results, the first several images of each class are chosen as the training images, and then we test the performance under different number of training images. The experimental results are given in Fig. 7 , of which the number of training images is 3, 4 and 5 respectively. 
C. Experimental Results Analyzing
Based on the above experimental results, in can be seen that the proposed scheme is effective both in the system performance and in the system efficiency. The reasons lie in the following aspects:
(1) The proposed utilize the distribution information of the training images and testing images by the sample similarity weights. However, the BDPCA method does not consider this information.
(2) The 2DPCA method requires more coefficients for image representation than PCA. Although, as a feasible alternative to deal with this problem is to utilize PCA after 2DPCA for further dimensional reduction, the dimensions of 2DPCA can not be reduced directly.
(3) Particularly, BDPCA is directly running on image matrix, however, the standard PCA is required to map an image matrix to a 1-dimension vector at first. On the other hand, BDPCA can solve the problem of classical PCA's over-fitting. Moreover, the ability of feature dimension of BDPCA is much less than 2DPCA.
(4) The main advantages of the 2DLPP algorithm based on LPP lies in that the dimensionality of the bases derived by the former for image representation is much smaller than the latter. This case means a more accurate approximation of the original images and could also avoid the disadvantages of the existing PCA combined with the LPP algorithm.
(5) The proposed method utilize a radial basis function to construct a kernel matrix by computing the distance of two different vectors, which are computed by the parameter of 2-norm exponential.
(6) In the proposed scheme, the sliding median filter is utilized to deal with signals which could contaminate with outliers, and the relationship one dimension sliding median filter between input and output in this window of the sliding median filter is also considered.
(7) The Kronecker production, the wavelet decomposition technology and the sliding median filter are utilized in this paper.
(8) We use the improved PCA algorithm in computing the column data matrix and the corresponding eigenvectors.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we concentrate to design a novel human face recognition, of which an improved PCA is utilized. Particularly, the proposed framework of the face recognition system is made up of the training process and the testing process. Furthermore, the improved PCA algorithm is use in the feature extracting. We utilize a radial basis function to construct a kernel matrix by computing the distance of two different vectors, which are calculated by the parameter of 2-norm exponential in the improved PCA. At last, human faces can be recognized by estimating the distance between the given test image and the training images by the nearest neighbor classifier with the cosine distance.
